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Abstract: The problem of the statistical mechanics of an anyon gaz is addressed. A per-

turbative analysis in the anyonic coupling constant Q is reviewed and the thermodynamical

potential is computed at first and second order. Particular care is taken of non analyticity in

a. A naive perturbative expansion close to Bose statistics would be ill defined, due to the very

singular nature of the anyonic interaction when two anyons approach each other. To cure this

perturbative obstruction, one explicitely introduces non perturbative effects in \a\ in the anyonic

wave function by imposing it to vanish when any two anyons coincide. Thus, one removes the

diagonal of the configuration space, which in turn allows for braid group statistics. As a bonus,

one is left only with 2-body interactions. An adequate second quantized formalism (field theory

at finite temperature) is proposed. Particular emphasis is given to boundary considerations and

regularization procedures since all the quantities computed formally diverge as the volume in the

thermodynamic limit. At first order in perturbation theory, the results are strikingly simple :

only the second virial coefficient close to bosonic statistics is corrected. At second order however,

the complexity of the anyon model appears. One can compute exactly the perturbative correc-

tion to each cluster coefficient. However, and contrary to first order, a closed expression for the

equation of state seems out of reach. As an illustration we give the perturbative expressions of

03,04,05, and Oe, at second order. Finally, using the same formalism, we analyze the equation

of state of an anyon gas in a constant magnetic field at first order in perturbation theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum mechanical anyon model has been introduced [1,2] in relation with intermediate

(or fractionnai) statistics [I]. Indeed, interchanging the positions of the particles in the TV-body

wavefunction, leads to non trivial braid group [3] phase factors. This statement is true in the

singular gauge, where the system is free, but the wavefunctions are multivalued. This is the

essence of intermediate statistics. In the regular gauge, the statistics is standard, either Bose

or Fermi, but the system interacts in a non trivial way. It is important to understand this

model since several bidimensionnaJ condensed matter systems [4] might be described in terms

of anyonic quasi particles.

The motivation to study the anyon model could as well rest only on its fascinating and

unsolved complexity. Indeed, here is a free model at the classical level, its non triviality being

rooted in purely topological quantum effects à la Aharonov-Bohm. Nevertheless, only the 2-

anyon problem has been solved, since it is trivially equivalent to a single particle moving in a

vortex field located at the origin. As soon as 3 or more anyons are involved [5], the system

becomes quite obscure. For example, in the 3-anyon case, one does not know the ground state

[6]. Adding a harmonic interaction, numerical computations [7] indicates a proliferation of non

linear states, their analytical expression seeming unfortunately out of reach.

One way to attack the problem is perturbation theory [8,9,10]. However, some difficulty

immediately shows up due to the singular short range anyonic interaction. This obstacle is

overcome by excluding the diagonal of the configuration space, a braid group requirement.

Then, first order [8,9] and second order [10] computations of the thermodynamical potential can

be realized by a standard perturbative analysis. One knows that the pure Bose and Fermi virial

coefficients are equal in 2 dimensions (to the exception of the second). At first order one finds

that the virial coefficients are uncorrected by the statistical interaction (again to the exception of

the second). The question one might ask is : are the virial coefficients still uncorrected at higher
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order in perturbation theory? Although linear states are shown to confirm this hypothesis \

second order corrections break this simple scheme, as can be seen on the third virial coefficient

[10].

This paper is mainly concerned with the second order computation of the thermodynamical

potential in a second quantized formalism. It is an extended and more detailed version of [10],

with additional results on higher virial coefficients. It also treats the case where an external

constant magnetic field is added to the system. The plan of the paper is the following. In section

II, we review the pertuxbative second quantized formalism that will be used in the sequel. As

a new ingredient, we consider the anyon system in a constant magnetic field. In section ITI,

the perturbative analysis of the thermodynamical potential is done at first and second order,

in the absence of the magnetic field. The virial coefficients are shown to display non trivial a2

dépendance. However, one will still be able to extract some regularity in the apparent complexity

of the anyonic system. In section IV, a first order computation is proposed in the presence of

the magnetic field. An Appendix follows where the results are tabulated.

.1

i

:

IL THE FORMALISM

We consider the Hamiltonian for N anyons experiencing both a constant magnetic field and

a harmonic central potential

(1)
,=1 — ' JV, ••}

where a is the statistical parameter, and A, = \Bk X rj is the gauge potential in the symmetric

gauge for the constant magnetic field B (k is the unit vector perpendicular to the plane, f,j —

?i - f^). The harmonic potential has to be considered as a regulator that is needed to confine

the anyons [H]. The thermodynamic limit will be understood as letting w -» 0.

First of all, let us analyse the dependence of the grand partition function on the parameters

'see G.V. Dunne et al in [5] and M. Sporte et al in [7].
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a and B. In the absence of the anyonic interaction and of the magnetic field, the iV-anyon

Hamiltonian (1) is manifestly invariant under the parity transformation (x,,y,) —» («,, -y,}.

This symmetry is violated as soon as a y! O1 but (1) is then invariant under the symmetry

(*D !/M a) -» (*i, - ^n -<*)• I' follows that the spectrum is invariant under the operation a -» - a ,

and thus the grand partition function depends only on \a\. However, a non vanishing magnetic

field B imposes a space orientation defined by its sign c = B/\B\, and thus breaks this symmetry.

The iV-anyon Hamiltonian is now invariant under the symmetry (x,-, y,, a, E) -» (a:;, -y,, - a , -e).

So in this case the spectrum is invariant under the operation (a, e) -» ( - a , -e). It follows that

the grand partition function depends only on |a | ,ae , and \B\.

The main ingredients of the perturbative analysis developped in [8,9,10] are now recalled. In

[8], a naive perturbative computation of the spectrum near Bose statistics was shown to lead to

divergences due to the very singular nature of the interaction a2 /r2j. Hence, since unperturbed

bosonic wave functions do not vanish when any two particles approach each other, r,j —» 0, a

standard perturbative treatment would lead to an infinite energy shift.

To circumvent this perturbative obstruction, one concludes that the singular nature of the

interaction requires that the A -̂anyon wave function vanishes when r,j —» 0. In other words, the

diagonal of the configuration space has to be excluded. It is well-known that such an exclusion

is necessary to accomodate braid group statistics. The iV-anyon wave function il>(ri, • • >,T.\) is

rewritten as

In (2) nonperturbative effects in \a\ have been encoded, by hand, in the N-aayon wave function.

The singular interaction terms disappear in the Hamiltonian acting on ^

HN = E 9 + nr™2ir'2 ~ tvcîi[r, x p,) + J ^ I • - - ^ ( ^ i - ^j) + oewc\ (3)

where u>c = e\B\/2m is the cyclotron frequency and u>2 = w^ + w2. The interaction terms in (3)

:
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are two-body interactions, contrary to (1) where three-body interactions are present 4.

Both the a and \a\ terms in (3) are well suited to a perturbative analysis, although the ]a\

term in H,\ is nonhermitian. In the 2-anyon case, a perturbative computation at all orders in a

and \a\ using H has been shown to reproduce the exact 2-anyon spectrum and wavefunctions.

We drop from now on the "tilde" to simplify the notations. One wants to compute pertur-

batively the thermodynamical potential Q in the grand canonical ensemble, which allows for a

variable number of particles. It is appropriate to introduce a second quantized formalism, i.e.

field theory at finite temperature [12]. The thermodynamical potential is

ÎÎ = - In Tr e "' (4)

where Ti and M stand respectively for the second quantized anyon Hamiltonian and number

operator of particles, and ft is the chemical potential (the fugacity is z = exp(/3/t)). In terms of

the second quantized fields xj> the second quantized Hamiltonian Ti reads

(5)

(6)

H = H0 + ^JdV1M2 ^+[T1)XIJ+(T2)V(V, - ?2)I}>(T2)II>(TX)

Here, V(f\ - T2) is the 2-anyon interaction originating from (3)

m '12

A perturbative expansion, for a small anyonic coupling constant a, is obtained by expanding

fî as a power series in the potential V

rft-i

where

" = f.o - D ~ l ) ' / ^i TdPt-- f '"' dp, < V(P1)V(P2)• • -V(Pi) >c (7)

V(PO =\f dr-idr2 ^(TuPOrP+(T2, P1)V(T1 - f2)^2, Px)^n Pi) (8)

\
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is the thermal second quantized 2-anyon interaction built from the thermal second quantized

fields '4>{T\,P\) = exp{/3|(Wo - /<JV) M n )exp{-/Ji(W0 - fiAf)}. Since the thermal fields are

either commuting (boson) or anti-commuting (fermion), one can always replace in (8) the (r*i —•

F2) symmetric 2-anyon interaction V(Fi - f^) given in (6) by the nonsymmetric interaction

(9)
m r\2

The latter form of the vertex (9) will be used in the sequel.

Wick's theorem allows for a diagrammatic expansion of (

• MJ (10)
P

where the <̂ ,'s stand for either the ip(f,,/3,Ys or the V>+(Fl(/3,)'s. One sums over all possible

contractions by suitable permutations V of the field indices, and the sign ± refers to Bose or

Fermi statistic. The index c in (7) means that when using the Wick's theorem one omits any

disconnected diagram. The thermal propagators are

=<

=<

> 0

where A 2 = /S1 - fci and #0 is the one particle Hamiltonian

Expanding in a power series of z one gets

(12)

=i > (13)
s=l,»=0

When /3i2 > 0, the summation over s starts at s - 1; whereas when A2 < 0, it starts at 5 = 0.

We recognize in (13) the one particle Green's function at temperature s(3 - A2

=< (14)

• (
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The vertex operators (9) act on the field V and not on the field tp+ in the propagators (11), so - k

• 2 they act on the left coordinate and not on the right coordinate of Green's functions. \

** In the sequel one will consider the statistical mechanics of a gas of anyons in or without I

a constant magnetic field, in the thermodynamic limit. A naive perturbation computation of Î ' A

' '. T-''
the thermodynamical potential consists in working ab initio in the thermodynamic limit, i.e. in |

setting w = 0 in (1) and (12). As we will see, this approach is often ambiguous and uncorrect, ;'

A harmonic regulator u will be needed to give an unambiguous meaning to certain diagrams, . •

which otherwise would trivially vanish. This harmonic regularization has been advocated in '

[11] to compute the second virial coefficient [13] of an anyon gas by discretizing the 2-anyon ^

spectrum. It has already been used in a perturbative context (8j to evaluate the third virial ,

coefficient at first order in a. The one particle Green's function in a constant magnetic field '

with a harmonic regulator reads ;G'ft^'ûâiïfa*''****' ' " ' * ' "c " (15)

In the thermodynamic limit one uses [8] the correspondance l/(/32w2) = V/A2. Care has to be

. taken regarding overall normalization. Letting w -> 0 in the grand canonical partition function 4

of a system of bosonic or fermionic oscillators does not reproduce the usual Bose or Fermi grand ' _ ..

canonical partition function. At a given power s of z, one has to multiply the harmonic result ^ »».

by s in order to get the usual infinite volume limit. This statement is also valid in the presence •. •;

of an external magnetic field. We assume that the same multiplicative rule can be used in the

case of an additional perturbative anyonic interaction. ;

In the absence of a magnetic field, the one particle Green's function becomes

27rsinh/?o/ I , j -'

Setting w = 0, one recovers the plane wave Green's function



^ . , . . . _ _

Note that the one particle Green's functions (16) and (17) are symmetric under 'he exchange

(r2, Ti) —* {f\,r-2). When a magnetic field is present, it defines an orientation to the plane and

breaks this symmetry as can be seen in (15).

In momentum space the plane wave propagator reads

= ±rév / w ± "£)«'**[lit] j

(18)

where n^ stands for the Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac distributions at momentum p((p = P1JIm)

and the ± refers to Bose or Fermi statistic.

The Feynman rules are given in the Appendix.

Let us recall how one gets the equation of state from the thermodynamical potential. The

pressure P and the density p are expressed as power series in the fugacity z as

= -n = f; bNzN
(19)

(20)pV = - z ^ î - f ) JVt***

The cluster coefficients b,\ are determined by the JV-body, (JV - l)-body, . . . 1-body partition

functions. For example b2 = Z2 - \Z\, b3 = Z3 ~ Z1Z2 + gZf, . . . . The equation of state

is obtained first by inverting (20) to express the fugacity as a function of the density, then by

using (19) to get the pressure as a function of the density. One obtains the virial expansion

PV fi = f ) aNpN (21)
N=I

A general formula [14] gives the virial coefficients am as a function of the cluster coefficients

6,v,6yv-i> •. .b\. For example a2 = —b2V/b^ , a3 = (46j — 2feit3)V2/6j,.... In the anyon model,

the second virial coefficient a2 can be computed exactly [11,13] from the complete knowledge of

the 2-anyon spectrum

• J
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A2 = 2ir/3/m is the thermalwavelength. In the case where a magnetic field is present [15]

2 A' sinh2 r
-tanhx + U
^ 2 sinhr cosh

i_)-!Èi(«.<w-«.)_ D)12,)

a 6 ' - -a2 - - tanhz — e a —
A 2

_J_) + I i
cosh x 2

where x = /?wc. As already emphasized an explicit ea dependence appears in (23).

In the absence of a magnetic field, the perturbative analysis at order a and a2 will be shown

to reproduce the exact expression of the second virial coefficient (22). In the presence of a

magnetic field, the perturbative expansion at order a will reproduce the order a expansion of

the exact expression (23).

1

HI. GAS OF ANYONS WITHOUT MAGNETIC FIELD

1. FIRST ORDER

We are now in position to derive the first order perturbative correction to OQ. One has to

consider the two diagrams of Fig 1. They correspond to the two possible contractions in the

Wick's expansion, namely

r12

2, f \ ) \

In (24) the product of contractions at coinciding point is represented by the two-tadpole diagram,

and the other by the one loop diagram. Attention has to be paid to the fact that the differential

operator d\ in (24) is acting on the left coordinate and not on the right coordinate of Green's

functions.

Working ab inltio in the thermodynamic limit u> = 0v i.e. using a plane wave basis, one gets

a formal cancellation of the two-tadpole diagram, since then diG,0(ifuf\f)[fl=pli = 0. This

9
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result is however misleading : the second cluster coefficient (22) has a linear dependence on

JaJ in the bosonic case and no dependence on \a\ in the fermionic case. But (24) would give

a ± sign between both perturbative corrections, due the ± in front of the remaining one loop

diagram. To solve this paradox, let us concentrate on the two-tadpole diagram, and consider

the integration over Fj of the up-tadpole on which the partial derivative d[ acts

f
J m r\2

(25)

In (25) the partial derivative d\ acts on the left of G3^(F1, T1). However, one can replace di

by a true gradient V[ which acts both on right and left since in the absence of a magnetic

field, G,p(Ti,r\') is symmetric under (F|,rV) -» (F1 ',Fi). Replacing S1 by |V i and using the

commutator

(25) is rewritten as

J Tn P11Fi)-P- lim d0i2G,g(rt2 + f2irl2 (27)

where Ot2 is the relative angle of ri2 with a fixed direction in the plane. In (27) the surface

term has to be treated with care. In the thermodynamic limit with a plane wave basis, it does

not vanish, so the unwanted cancellation of the up-tadpole (25). It does however vanish if one

considers the system in a box or harmonically bound to the origin, since the wavefunctions and

the Green's functions are either zero on the boundary of the box, or decreasing exponentially in

the harmonic case. So, one can replace the vertex operator by the pointlike vertex ^ 5 ( F i 2)-

In the sequel, this rule will be used each time a differential operator acts on a up-tadpole.

The same procedur? applies to the one loop diagram of Fig 1, since the vertex operator acts

now on the product of contractions 5Zs>i(i2)'^'»/3(':ii F2)53(>1(±«)'(?tjj(F21Fj ') which is again

symmetric under (Fi1Fi ') —» (Fi ',Fj). One obtains as in (27) a S(Vi2) interaction plus a surface

term. This surface term is unambiguously vanishing, even when a plane wave basis is used.

10
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i
Thus, contrary to the two-tadpole diagram, the one loop diagram can be directly computed in

a plane wave basis.

Both diagrams in (24) are equal, due to the 6(P12) function. In the fermionic case, they

cancel and there is no correction to fl at order a. In the bosonic case, they add

« . • = w E cFTT (28)

As already stressed above, one must identify 1/(5 -f- t)(0u>)2 with V/X2 at the order s + t in z,

in the limit w -» 0 (note the factor lf(a + () that appears in (28)). One obtains [9]

V .
Î), = | a | ^ l n ' ( l - z) (29)

Moreover, (28) can be integrated with plane wave Green's functions. At coinciding points they

do not depend on any spatial coordinate, thus a volume factor / df\ = V is directly extracted to

obtain the result (29). Thus, the correspondence between l/(/?w)2 and V in the thermodynamic

limit is justified, as well as the normalization factor l/(a + t) at order zs+t. One can even avoid

expanding in a power series in z the plane wave Green's functions if one uses the momentum

space representation (18)

27rja| t*d

m /0n,= (30)

The last momentum integration directly leads to the desired result (29).

In conclusion, the lessons to be drawn from the first order computation are

i) first, a correct perturbative treatment should be done either in a box or with a harmonic

regulator, and only then the thermodynamic limit should be taken. At first order one sees that

this implies the dropping of the surface term, leaving a repulsive pointlike S interaction close to

Bose statistics. One sees explicitely the exclusion of the diagonal of the configuration space at

work, the "strength" of the exclusion being proportionnai to |a|.

ii) second, once the up-tadpole on which the differential operator acts has been replaced by

a S interaction, it is possible to use a plane wave basis to perform the remaining integral. For

the one loop diagram, the computation was enterely doable with a plane wave basis.

11
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At second order, one will meet an other type of diagrams, that will be given a non ambiguous

meaning only if a harmonic basis is used up to the end, even after the S function replacement.

•

2. THE SECOND ORDER

2.1. GENERAL COMMENTS

We now consider the second order contribution [10] in (7). Using Wick's theorem, one obtains

the twenty connected diagrams of Fig 2. The ± (Bose/Fermi) sign affects the diagrams which

necessitate an odd number of permutations of the second quantized fields.

First at all, let us isolate the diagrams that contribute to the second cluster coefficient at

order z2. They are displayed in Fig 2a. Indeed, consider the orientation of the propagators

in the diagrams of Fig 2. Any diagram is built with two vertices acting on a product of four

propagators, each of them having an expansion as a power series in z. So one has the four integers

s, I, u, v defining the series 3»+'+»+". xhe propagators oriented from left to right (respectively

from right to left) have an expansion that starts at «' (respectively at z°), whereas a propagator

relating a vertex to itself has an expansion that starts at z1 (see the discussion below (13)

and the Feynman rules given in the Appendix). The four diagrams of Fig 2a do not have any

propagator relating a vertex to itself. Their expansion in power of ^1+'+"+1' j s thus definrd by

two integers (s,t) starting at 1 and two integers (u, v) starting at 0. So the series starts at z2,

and these diagrams contribute to the second cluster coefficient. On the contrary, the diagrams

of Fig 2b have always two propagators relating a vertex to itself. Consequently, these diagrams

have an expansion over three integers (s, t, u) starting at 1, .ind an expansion over one integer v

starting at 0. It follows that the series starts at z3 and these diagrams do not contribute tc the

second cluster coefficient.

Second, one remarks that the set of diagrams of Fig 2 is mapped onto itself by a "mirror"

symmetry. In certain cases, a diagram is identical to its image, but most of the diagrams are

not so. In this case, the algebraic expression of the diagram is identical to the one of its image

12
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after the relabeling of the integration variables (r,,f2, f3, f(,/3i,/32) -» C»̂ »̂ 4»»*i> ̂ *^2»^i) and

a permutation of the four integers («, t, u, v). The difference lies in the domains of integration

on the temperatures /3| and 02 and of the summation over 3yt,u,v. It follows that the space

integrals are the same for a diagram and its image. Moreover, it is often easier to compute the

sum of a diagram and its image, rather than to compute them separately. We will give some

examples of these simplifications below.

Let us now describe the essential features of the second order computation. First of all,

we have already seen by the general parity argument given in section II that there are no a\a\

contribution to the thermodynamical potential. At second order in perturbation theory, one

could expect such contributions arising from the product of the two vertices. Let us explicitely

check that these perturbative contributions do vanish. The most general form of a diagram is

an integral over space coordinates of two vertices V(f\,f2)V(f3,f^) acting on four propagators.

Consider again the change of variables («,-,y,,a) -> (x,, -y , , -a). One obtains an integral

identical to the previous one since both the vertices (9) and the propagator (16) are invariant

under this change of variables. Since one integrates over the space variables, the integral is then

invariant under a —» - Q . Thus, contributions of the type a |a | necesseraly cancel. One can

replace the product of the two vertices by

( \n.\\* *l2-d\ T3J-O3 2 fc X f l 2 .9i k X f34.d3 , , n

\-\a\) —2 12 + V101J ~2 -JÏ Kil)
r12 r34 r12 r34

This last expression (31) suggests that possible divergences due to the long distance behavior of

the 2-anyon potential should be multiplied by the vanishing coefficient (—|a|)2 + (*ct)2. We will

give an explicit example of this cancellation mechanism below, emphasizing the deep consistency

of the anyonic interaction.

Secondly, the lesson from first order consists in replacing any vertex operator acting on an

up-tadpole by a repulsive pointlike interaction ^5(f< - r,), as in (27)

' i
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(32)

So, the integration over r; (or fj) is trivial. Following this procedure, one obtains the twenty

diagrams of Fig 3, where a fictitious pointlike vertex denoting the S interaction has been intro-

duced.

Thirdly, one has to do a double integration / dpi J dfc over the temperatures 0\ and
Jo Jo

02- However the integrand is by construction only a function of /3\2 thus the integration over
f3

temperatures is equivalent to the single integration / d/3i2(/3 - /3^).
Jo

From now on, we consider the 20 diagrams of Fig 3. Each of them has to be calculated with

an harmonic regulator, then the thermodynamic limit u) —» 0 should be taken. One first extracts

by integration a volume factor behaving as l/(/3u>)2 in the limit w —» 0. One is left with a finite

integral, that again has to be evaluated in the limit u> —» 0. In certain cases, this computation

can be done by setting directly w = 0, i.e. with a plane wave basis. In this case, the volume

term itself can be obtained with a plane wave basis. These diagrams are called "plane wave

diagrams". They are the diagrams of Fig 3 without any down-tadpole, and are analogous to the

first order diagrams, after the up-tadpole has been replaced by a 6 function. In the other cases,

the diagrams with a down-tadpole, a calculation with a plane wave basis leads to ambiguous and

false results. A correct treatment should be done with a harmonic regulator a», performing the

thermodynamic limit u> —» 0 afterwards. A factor l /(s + t + u+u) will always materialize at order

z3 + f + u +", and will be cancelled to obtain the correct thermodynamic limit. These diagrams are

called "harmonic diagrams".

2.2. PLANE WAVE DIAGRAMS

Let us concentrate on the diagram

I
I
I
• *I ''
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(33)

and consider fust the harmonic regularization, then show how one can ignore it and use instead

a plane wave basis. The Feynman rules in coordinate space lead to

fi

1
3

where

O1 =

s,(,u>l;u>0

01 e
d02 I dr\ di^dv^dr^

i J

m m r|4

(34)

'a^e
-a4r»,-b,(rj+r|)

ma» raw mu)
2sinhu/3u>w 1 ^ 2sinh(v/?

,62 = a2(cosh(*/3 -

63 = a3(cosh(t;/3 + 0i2)w - 1) ,64 = a4(coshu^a; - 1)

One already knows that the a\a\ contribution vanishes. The integrals over f\, r2, F3, f!) clearly

converge as soon as w / O, since there is no infrared divergence, and the harmonic regulator

implies that they are ultraviolet convergent as gaussian integrals. Nevertheless, in the limit

u> -» O a power counting argument shows that the integral diverges like l/(/3w)2, the volume

factor, and that in this limit the term 262f3 in (34) is negligible, and thus can be ignored.

Let us extract the volume factor, leaving a finite integral. Changing variables from (fi, f2, F3, f.j

to (?3, f"i3, f23, f!)3) and performing the gaussian integral over f-3, one obtains

15
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/•/3 /-3i r
-r / <f/?i / d/32 / dfl3df23df^
A)JO Jo J

(35)

where Q(w) is a quadratic form of the variables (r*i3,

(62 + 63)r|3 + (63 + b4)r}3
(62 + 63)f23 + (63

2(6, + 62 + 63 + 64)

(w) behaves like w2 in the limit w -> 0. Also, in this limit

TT A2

(36)
2(&! +62 + 63 + 64) {s + « + « + ")(/3w)2

One recognizes the divergent factor that must be replaced by V in the thermodynaniic limit (note

again the normalisation factor l / (s+t+u+v) ). On the other hand, the remaining integral over

^ i a i ^ i ^ O i ^ i i ^ is regular and continuous in the limit w —» 0, due to the gaussian convergence

of the integral over ?i 3, TM1JVO at w = 0 when 0 < /32 < P\ < /3. The thermodynamic limit

is then obtained by keeping only the leading term of the integral in the limit w -* 0, i.e.

Q = 0,61 = 0, • • •, O1 = m/2s/3, • • • and replacing the divergent factor (36) by V. It is easy to

realize that one obtains an integral which is identical to the integral one would get in the plane

wave basis (yet another justification of the harmonic regulator singular correspondence between

l/(/9w)2 and V in the limit w -* 0).

Note that the previous continuity argument requires some care when applied in general to

plane wave diagrams. In analogy with first order, one can classify the plane wave diagrams of

Fig 3 in one loop and two loop diagrams. The one loop plane wave diagrams are ultraviolet con-

vergent as a gaussian integral in each relative coordinate direction. Using a harmonic regulator

and extracting the volume as in (35), these diagrams are shown to be convergent as a gaussian

integral for w > 0, and continuous in the limit W = O. As far as the two loop plane wave dia-

grams are concerned, after extraction of the volume as in (35), the continuity argument requires

16
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more care since the left over integral is ultraviolet logarithmic divergent in the limit u —» 0.

Nevertheless, such a divergence is always multiplied by the vanishing coefficient ( - |a [ ) 2 + (ta)2,

and the finite part is continuous at w = 0.

Let us now directly compute

V
*•* J

K'

t ;

I y H
2*L I* (37)

with the plane wave basis (18) in momentum space (see also the Feynman rules in the Appendix)

-

(Pz - Pa)2

where the rescaling \//3/2m p, —» jf, has been done. One can rewrite this integral as

(38)

\

Aa2TnV

/ dpidp2dp23 e - ^ » 2

X=O
(39)

17
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The integral over P\,P2,p23 leads to jr3/\/det M, where the matrix M is

Pl1

Af =

P2X

P23Z

Ply

Ply

Plx

a

O

O

O

O

o

P2*

O

t + u + v

-u-x
O

O

O

P23X

O

-u-x
u + 0

O

O

0

Ply

O

0

0

S

O

0

Do
F *O

0

0

0

0

« + « + 1

-U-Y

P23y

0

0

0

0

v -u-x
u + 0

(40)

One finds that det M is a perfect square implying that l/\/det M is a rational function of

0,X)S1E1U1D, that is independent of /3j2- The derivatives with respect to x and the integrations

over 0 and /3t 2 can be done in a closed-form leading to a rational function of the variables a, t, u, v

= -a (41)

Finally, one can perform the sum over j , t , u , v

(42)

In the same way one would get

Q

In the case of diagrams with two non local vertices (i.e. the diagrams where no up-tadpole

has been replaced by a S function), one has to introduce four auxiliary variables 0|, Xi and 02, X2

18
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in the quadratic form. It becomes exp(- J^cl}T,.f} -$3c u ÊXr 1 J j ) where the coefficients cl} and

c,j are linear forms of #i,Xi>02»X2>/3i2»â>'iu)v- Performing as usual the gaussian integration

one obtains

detM =

Cl3

«23

C33

-Cl 3

-C23

0

0

- C 1 2

-Cl 3

ClI

C|2

C|3

C12

0

-C23

C12

C22

C23

C13

*23

0

Cl3

C23

C33

(44)

Ci2 C22

C13 C23

0 - C ) 2

Ci2 0

Cl3 C23

The form of the matrix (44) results from the invariance of the anyon model under rotations of

the coordinate system (in particular certain matrix elements are equal to zero since Jt x f,.r, - 0).

Again, one finds that det M is a perfect square

ClI C ] 2 C13

det M = C C C (45)2 C 2 2 C

Cl 3 C23 C33

Therefore, l/\/det. M is a rational function of Ox > Xi > 2̂» X2,0i2> •»> t, «, v. One proceeds by differ-

entiating with respect to Xi i X2 a n d then by setting Xi and X2 to 0 obtaining a rational function

of the remaining variables. The anyonic interaction (9), through (—\a\ + iakx), is such that the

integrations over 6\, 62 lead to rational functions only. More precisely, any logarithmic function

that appear in the integration is multiplied by the vanishing factor (—|Q|)2 + (to)2. In particular

the above mentionned divergencies are always logarithmic, and thus cancel. The integration

over temperature f}\2 can be done in a closed-form, and yields a combination of rational and log-

arithmic functions of the integers 3, t, u, v. The results are presented in Table 5. Performing the

sum over s, t, u, v is more involved, since only the rational part can be summed in a closed-form,

and not the logarithmic part. These summations are presented in Table 6.

In summary, plane wave diagrams can directly be computed in a plane wave basis. The

results have been systematically checked in a harmonic basis, by performing the integral over

19
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space coordinates, extracting the volume, taking the limit u —• 0 in the remaining integral,

and finally performing the integral over temperatures. In a complete harmonic treatment, the

limit w —> 0 should be taken after the integral over temperatures has been achieved. However,

inverting the order of integration over temperatures and of the limit w —> 0 is allowed since the

integrand is never singular in the domain of integration 0 < Pi < Pi < P, in the limit w —» 0.

The results given in Table 5 suggest several comments. Previously we have distinguished the

diagrams of Fig 2a from the diagrams of Fig 2b, since the former contribute to the second virial

coefficient, and not the latter. We find that the logarithmic contibutions to the cluster coefficients

originate always from the diagrams of Fig 2a. More precisely, the logarithmic contributions

have for arguments the roots of a second degree equation. It happens that this equation can be

obtained by integration of the diagrams of Fig 2a setting the vertices to unity

(46)

where

P1=S-- ,p2 = t~— ,P3^u+- ,pA = v+—

(the pi's has been rescaled y/P/2m pi -» p,). Each of the diagrams of Fig 2a yields an integral

identical to (46) through a space coordinates relabeling. This is not a surprise, since these

diagrams are topologicaliy equivalent if one removes the two dashed lines denoting the vertices,

in agreement with setting the vertices to unity in (46). The integration over temperatures leads

to logarithmic contributions in each of these diagrams, which however do not cancel and yield

a proliferation of logarithmic functions of the integers s,t,u,v.

Second, simple relations can be easily derived for certain plane wave diagrams. For example

using a momentum space represention, one has

20
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I
i

93 -9
I I
I = I

2 and

Also one finds by explicit computation that

,9

(47)

(48)

«I

(49)

6 (50)

Also, certain combinations of diagrams can be directly computed in a plane wave basis

without expanding propagators (18) as power series in z, in analogy with first order. For

example, using (18), one has

Q Q3

O2V tB

= ~ 4m2(2ir)4 / o ^ 1

+

9, f? 1I+.'
Q O,

= 2 i
(52)
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A simple computation gives

These results are in agreement with those of Table 5.

Q3

(53)

(54)

2.3. HARMONIC DIAGRAMS

The harmonic diagrams are diagrams with down-tadpole. A plane wave basis computation

leads to the uncorrect conclusion that these diagrams vanish, quite similarly to the first order

two-tadpole diagram. Consider the diagram

'*{

si '

1 4

and concentrate on the integrations on the space coordinates

/ •

(55)

(56)
r12

This integral is trivialy vanishes by a symmetry argument but it is divergent by a power counting

argument. An integral diverging by power counting is not well defined (in the Lebegue sense).

Consequently, we must use a harmonic regulator to give it an unambigous meaning.

The Feynman rules, in the harmonic basis, give an integral manifestly convergent since

Green's functions are now decreasing exponentially at infinity in all directions
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= -1T E

( - | a |+ tafcx)f i2 . (57)

'12

where

ai = ,03 =
TOO»

2sinhu/?w2sinh(t(3 - /3i2)w ' 2sinh(v/? +

61 = ai(coshâ/?a/ - 1) ,62 = a2[cosh(t0 - y9i2)w - 1)

63 = a3(cosh(v/3 + /3i2)w - 1) , ^ = ^(coshu^w - 1)

One knows that the Q|Q| contribution vanishes. Proceeding as in the case of the plane wave

diagram (35), one can extract a divergent factor which has the desired asymptotic behavior

\/(s +1 + u + v)(/?u>)2 as w —» O. If we were to replace this factor by the volume V, and set w = 0

in the remaining integral, we would obtain an integral which coincides with the one obtained

above in the plane wave basis (56).

One has to compute the remaining integral in the limit w —» 0 after extraction of the

volume factor. More easily, returning to the original expression (57), one sees that the harmonic

regulator breaks the symmetry responsible for the vanishing of the integral (56). The direct

computation of (57) gives indeed a nonzero result proportional to l/(s + t + u + v)((3(t>)7 in the

limit w —» 0. Replacing it by the volume V one obtains a finite result in the thermodynamic

limit, as follows. In principle one can compute (57) for any u. However we are interested only by

the limit u/ —* 0. To simplify the computation, one expands each u dependant term appearing

in the Green's function (14)

This approximation is justified as can be shown for each integral by power counting on the

absolute error. On the other hand, we have explicitely checked that using a more precise
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approximation than (58), i.e. considering uA terms in the argument of the exponentials, the

results are unchanged in the limit u - > 0 . The computations are insensitive to the order of the

expansion, only the first order term does matter5.

One can now integrate over the down-tadpole of (57) using the identity

f
i2 JO

Let us concentrate on the f̂  integration in (57)

. 1 t

f
JO

(59)

i :

U,-

\

h s =
/ A

Keeping the integration over the auxiliary variable 0 for the end, one obtains

9,
'W I

3,(,u>l;t
I dfo
Jo Jo

(-|a|)f,(2a3fH + 263f,)^«
77Î

Proceeding as in (39), one introduces the auxiliary variable

„ J

(60)

(61)

(62)

X=O

'the omission of the term - j r j ; in (58) does not affect the results in the limit u goes to «ero.
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The gaussian integral over f\ and Jv4 leads to 7r2/\/det A/, where the matrix A/ is

y\ !M

M =

Ai V

v \i

O O

O O

O

O

A ,
(63)

with Ai = 26i0 + a2 + 62 + «3 + *3 + 2|a|(a3 + 63)x, A2 = a2 + b2 + a3 + b3 + 264, and v -

-a2 - a3 - |a|a3x- det M is a perfect square and 1/y/dë^M is a rational function oî9,x,a,,bi.

The differentiation with respect to x an<l the integration over 6 gives a rational function of O1,6,.

One can take the limit w -* 0 before the last integration over temperatures (the temperature

integral and the limit w -»0 commute since the integrand is not singular on the domain of

integration O < 02 < Pi < /3 in the limit w -» O).

The limit w -» 0 leads to the divergent factor l/(« + t + u + ti)(/3w)2 that is replaced by

the volume V. The remaining integral over 0\2 is a rational integral, and can be done in a

closed-form

t •

C3
1XX I
1 W = -a*— >

*(*) ^ ^ • A2 ^ - .

An analysis of the same type yields

^ "

One remarks that the sum
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= 2

This result can be explained in a simple way. Relabeling in one of the diagrams (r\, f-2, i^, ?.,) —»

(r3,T4,f\,fi), and using the commutator (26), one can show that each vertex in the sum can be

replaced by the delta interaction (27). Thus one has the topological equivalence

Ça

Ô4

The procedure described above is operative for the other harmonic diagrams, albeit in general

more tedious. Some logarithms appear during the integrations over the auxiliary variables 0,,

but they are always multiply by the vanishing factor (~|a|)2 + (*o)2. These logarithms might

diverge like lnw in the limit w —» 0, but they do cancel. The results are given in Table 5 and

Table 6.

3. THE VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS

We now give the perturbative expansion at order a2 of the virial coefficients. Each virial

coefficient a,v has to be computed separately from the cluster coefficients 6,V, 6,v-i, • • •, b\. Since

02 is known from (22) to be a second degree polynomial in a, the present perturbative analysis

should reproduce it. It is indeed the case, as can be seen in Table 1. New results concern

the higher virial coefficients. It is already known from a first order analysis [9] that they have

no correction at order a. The dépendance in a2 of the virial coefficients 03,04,05 and Og is

displayed in Table 4. As far as 03 is concerned [10], the In 2 terms present in Table 2 do not

materialize in the virial coefficient, as well as the ± bosonic or fermionic statistical dependence.

This last result implies that, contrary to the natural expectation that virial coefficients should

increase with a from the bosonic to the fermionic end6, the third virial coefficient decreases at
6an increasing repulsion as one approaches Fermi statistics should imply an increasing pressure at a given
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some point while interpolating from Bose to Fermi statistics. This remark should be connected

with the decreasing 3-anyon ground state energy in the presence of a harmonic regulator when

one approaches Fermi statistics [6].

The higher virial coefficients a/v>4 are more complicated, since there exhibit a proliferation

of logarithms with for arguments the roots of the second degree equation (46). Contrary to Ci2

and 03, these logarithms do not cancel. However, an interesting regularity can still be uncovered.

As already emphasized in [10], the second order correction

I;

is very close to the ideal expression 63 = i ^ ( | ± l)a2 that would imply no correction for

O3' . This situation is general as one can easily check for b4,bs'' and 66 . For simplicity, we

set V = A2 = 1. By definition

a3 = 4b\ - 263 (68)

! + 18&2&3 - 364 = - ( 9 a 3 - 166|)62 - 36.,a4 = -

186| - 46S = ~
3

(69)

(72 - j)b4
2 - 465 (70)

\ - Sb6

(71)

0,5 = 326462 + I863

O6 = 6O6463 + 506562 -

We know that both the exact expression of the second cluster coefficient 62 and the order a

dépendance of the cluster coefficients bfj imply no correction to the virial coefficients at order

a. It is easy to find that in order to generalize this result at second order the a2 dépendance of

the cluster coefficients should be

6^/ = ±(?±l)a2 (72)

ft' = (!j?±2)a» (73)

density. Of course, at first order in the virial expansion, this is so since o' is monotically increasing when a varies

from 0 -» 1.
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>360

From Table 2, 3 and 5 one finds

' = ±(3j ± (i - ^ )

(74)

(75)

(76)

i .

: \ ,1487

2As/6 3 - i

8 , y/S-

v 2 4 "

1 , v/2

(77)

(78)

^l( i__L)) a2 /79)
4 V 24 /y v ;6 u 360 160v/ÏÔ 4 - v / Ï Ô 135v/5 %/5 - 1 864v/2 V 2 -

By construction, only the difference fc/v — ^N materializes in the virial coefficients leading

to the results in Table 4. From (76,79), one finds that 6,v - 6# originates necesseraly from

the two-loop plane wave diagrams of Fig 2a (for the logarithmic contribution), and from the ±

two-down-tadpole diagram of Fig 2b (for the ± ( - ^ ) factor). Indeed if one recapitulates the

results for the ± diagrams of Fig 2b, one has

,Q Q3

b
28

Q /p P Q3

+ \/y\ =2 ; ;
2 ^ ô4 '<^Z>*

; = i

(80)

(81)

(82)
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If the last two diagrams would have been equal, the ± part of the 6;v's would have been ideal.

All the other diagrams of Fig 2 yield contributions that ensure the statistical independence of

the virial coefficients at order a2, to the exception of the logarithmic part. In general one gets

for a given s + t + v + v = N

+ 1 - 2 )

(83)

where ir^v stands for the ± rational part of the ideal cluster coefficient brf. Note that if one

would leave aside the logarithmic part, one could resum the series

3 P O3

whereas the ideal thermodynamical potential at order a2 would read

(84)

(85)

'

i •

/V=2

4
•s

II

4. COMMENTS ON THE nth ORDER

The computation at order n is more involved than the first and second order computations.

Nevertheless, one can draw some general conclusions from the previous analysis. At order n,

the most general form of a diagram is

J ...df2n (86)

where Q{f\,.. .T2n\f\,.. . ^ n ) is a quadratic form without r,^- terms. The vertices always act

on the left coordinates of the quadratic form Q. The integrals over the temperatures /3, and the

sums over the integers S1 appearing in the expansion in powers of z have been omitted, since

they are not necessary for the discussion. We remind that (86) is invariant under a —» —a.
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A differential operator V(r,,r}) acting on an up-tadpole is replaced by the pointlike interac-

tion ' T ~ H ' : I ~ ̂ ]) (27). When a partial derivative $21-1 acts on the quadratic form, it introduces

a linear form /2i-i(n» • • -^n) without terms of the type k x f,. The net effect of the vertices on

the quadratic form can be raised in the exponential by the introduction of the auxiliary variables

0,,Xf Thus one computes the integral

(87)

The integral over f, leads to the determinant xA/y/dëtM where the matrix M has the form

M =
My,, y

(88)

where (i,j) refer respectively to Une and column indices. MIitZj = Myi,yj is hermitian and real,

MXliUj = -My11Ij is hermitian and purely imaginary. These properties follow from the invariance

of M under rotations of the coordinate system, and they imply that det M is a perfect square

(as already noticed at second order (45)). 1/%/det M is then a rational function of the matrix

elements of M. These matrix elements are linear forms of #,,Xi,exp(j3uw),exp(/3w*,),w, thus

1/%/det M is a rational function of these variables. One does the computation in the following or-

der : the derivatives on \i taken at Xi = 0 give a rational function of ^,,expfj^jwjjexp^ws,),^.

If the scenario which takes place at second order still goes through, one can argue that the anyonic

interaction is such that integrations over 0, should give a rational function of exp(/3,jU>), exp^o;*,)

and w. Logarithmic contributions might appear, but they should always be multiplied by the

vanishing coefficient ( - |a | ) 2 + (ta)2 . Then, taking the limit w —» 0 before the integration over

temperatures, one should get a rational function of /3i,/?2•••»*>*>u- •• • At second order, the

integration over the temperatures /?i, /?2 was easily doable since it reduced to a single integration.

In the n"1 order case however, one has to perform a multiple integral. In certain simple cases

the diagrams can be computed in a closed-form, for example
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Q Q3 Q5

(89)

where the vertices are replaced by delta interactions, the dependence on temperatures disappears,

and the computation reduces to a simple gaussian integral.

IV. ANYONS IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

1. BOSONS AND FERMIONS IN A CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD

In the case of bosons or fermions in a constant magnetic field, one can construct the grand

partition function

Il = ±Tr In(I T ze~0H<>) (90)

where ± refers to Bose or Fermi statistics, and HQ is the one particle Hamiltonian (12). Ex-

panding (90) in a power series of z one gets

n =

is the Green's function (15). Setting w — 0 in (15) yields directly the result

A2 ^ J a sinh(zs)

One could as well compute (91) with a harmonic regulator. On that case one gets

~ V^ (±2) 1
— cosh s/?wc)

In the thermodynamic limit w —> O, one should again identify the volume V/X2 with

One then reproduces (92).

Let us introduce the series
\-~\ Z

fr{ sinh(xâ)

(91)

(92)

(93)

(94)
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We have

(95)

It is not possible to sum (92) in a closed-form. Introducing the filling coefficient v - p\2j2z,

and using the approximation

we obtain the equation of state

PV0 = ± ^
A

(96)

(97)

This approximation if valid for x —» oo, that is to say in a regime of low temperature and strong

magnetic field, where the filling coefficient v is assumed to be small.

2. THE FIRST ORDER

The perturbative approach can be applied to the case of anyons in a magnetic field. One

has to consider the vertex (9), and the one particle thermal Green's function in the presence of

a magnetic field (15). The two diagrams of Fig 1, instead of (24), correspond now to

i±z)'+t0JdTXdr2 ( H a

2, T1))

(98)

Note that the vertex has two parts : one which is the usual anyonic vertex, and another which

couples the statistical parameter a to the magnetic field B.

Let us work ab initio in the thermodynamic limit, i.e. w = 0. As in the absence of the

magnetic field, this naive limit is uncorrect. To see this, let us concentrate again on the two-

tadpole diagram of Fig 1. First, we consider the anyonic part of the vertex (9). Contrary to the
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case of anyons without magnetic field, diG,g(rt,rt 'JIr1=O ' = »r7KWcfc X T 1 Ca(^ , f , ) does not

vanish and introduces instead an £ factor. The general symmetry arguments given in Section II

then imply that the |ct| contribution vanishes. One is left with

/3
?2

Symmetrizing the integrand under the exchange f\ —» fjj one gets

)

(99)

(100)

We note as a new feature characteristic of the magnetic field the appearance of a term that

formally diverges as V2.

Next, we consider the second part of the vertex, aewc. This part is not damped at infinity,

so it leads to a perturbative divergence in the thermodynamic limit. In fact, it is immediate to

see that this divergence precisely cancels (100). This is fortunate, since one expects a behavior

f2 ~ V in the thermodynamic limit, and thus the V2 terms should disappear. On the other

hand, this result is misleading, since, as in the absence of the magnetic field, it leads to the

formal cancellation of the two-tadpole diagram. Then, the second cluster coefficient (23) is not

reproduced at order a. We conclude once more that a correct perturbative treatment should be

done with a harmonic regulator, and only then the thermodynamic limit could be taken.

The harmonic Green's functions (15) are not symmetric under the exchange ( ^ r 1 ) -»

(fi,r2). Thus, contrary to the case of aayons without magnetic field, one cannot replace the

anyonic part of the vertex by a pointlike interaction. One has to compute directly (98) and

use a procedure similar to the above second order computations. The thermodynamic limit is

obtained as usual by replacing l/(a + t)(f3<j>2) by V/À2 at the order s + tin z. The results are

given in Table 7. Not surprisingly, both diagrams contribute, but the V2 divergent terms do

I :
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cancel. One obtains

H 1 = W ^ - )1 J " v 0)
(101)

"'AM sinh(a;«) sinh(xt)
)

One can easily check that (101) reproduces the exg.ct second cluster coefficient (23) at first order

in Q.

After some algebra, one can rewrite fti as

(±z)>
sinh(zJV)

(102)

Û£A2 2 V ^ « sinh(zs) ^ sinh(zt) ^ sinh2(xâ)
1 ; ^ sinht^

In this last form, all the series can be rewritten uniquely in terms of S (94). For example

» > 1 s i n h .
The large x (low temperature, strong magnetic field) behavior of the series 5 has been studied

above (96). It yields the thermodynamical potential at low temperature and strong magnetic

field7

2

(104)

V. CONCLUSION

'One deduces at fust order in a the equation of state of a gas of anyons in a strong magnetic field at low

temperature PX2/3 = ±2r In(I ± i/) - + (|a|
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We have learned how to handle a perturbative expansion [8,9,10] of the anyonic interaction,

close to Bose and Fermi statistics. The fact that such a perturbative analysis was at all possible,

was not a priori obvious. The non analyticity in a of the N-anyon spectrum, due to the singular

short range anyonic interaction, was a clear obstruction to a standard perturbative treatment.

However, it was possible to overcome this difficulty by introducing, by hand, a non perturba-

tive effect in the N-anyon wavefunction [8,9], which amounts to excluding the diagonal of the

configuration space, a braid group requirement. What we found is a well defined perturbative

expansion of the thermodynamical potential at order a and a2 , in a second quantized formalism.

Considering the results, one sees that

i) firstly, the second virial coefficient is entirely reproduced (a clear check of the validity of

the perturbative approach)

ii) secondly, the third virial coefficient, close to Bose and Fermi statistics, reads

This result is confirmed close to Fermi statistics by a recent quantum numerical analysis [16:.

iii) thirdly, the higher order cluster coefficients b±, b$, be... and virial coefficients en,as, a^,...

exhibit a proliferation of logarithms, the arguments of the latter being the roots of simple

second degree equations with integer coefficients. It follows that the complete summation of the

thermodynamical potential seems impossible at order a2. Nevertheless, some regularity can still

be undercovered in the virial expansion. Basically, the logarithmic part of the cluster coefficients,

originating from the two loop diagrams of Fig 2a, materializes in the virial coefficients, as

indicated in (83).

In conclusion, the non triviality of the anyon model is clearly manifesting itself at second

order in perturbation theory. This fact is also visible on the N-anyon spectrum, where only linear

states have simple eigenvalues, and non-linear states, which are yet unknown, lead to logarithms

at second order in perturbation theory [5,7]. The perturbative analysis leads to a well-defined

virial expansion, at least at order a2. This is a non trivial result, since one could have expected
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a possible breakdown of the virial expansion due to the long range anyonic interaction (see the

Coulomb problem in 2 dimensions).

However, analytical perturbative results lead to complicated expressions. May be non-

perturbative methods could shed some light on what appears to be a very complex system.
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Appendix: the Feynman rules

a. The Feynman rules in coordinate space

In order to get n"1 order contribution, one considers n vertices

and draw all possible topologically inequivalent arrangements after identification of the external

oriented legs. The Feyiiman rules are

1 X
I
I

vertex : 2 k
r 12

propagator :
' = 1 (105)

Pk Pt "=°

One integrates over temperatures and internal coordinates as

f0n-lf0n-l f f t

... J0 d/3n Jdft Jd?2...Jdr2n
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b. The Feynman rules in momentum space for a plane wave basis

One considers the Green's function (18). Introducing the Fourier transforms

and computing the integral over ri ,f2 . . .T2n with the help of the formula

(dry fdr/-%e**'™' = .(2T)3^S(P + P')
J J T12 P

we obtain the Feynman rules in momentum space in the case of a plane wave basis:

vertex :

propagator : X

3k

X

X =

(106)

u=0

When the vertex carries an up tadpole one must replace its expression (105) by a pointlike

interaction ^p5(^i - ^ ) - In momentum space one must replace the vertex (106) by 4^

One integrates over temperatures and internal momentum loops as

(-)"+'J
Note that momentum conservation implies that one can always extract a divergent factor 6{6)

which has to be rewritten as a volume factor

e.f.ô y

(2»)»
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Table 4 : abj

a

a2 T
i

fl3 36

a 4 O
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O6 O
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\
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Table 5a

Ot2V

' A2
s,<>l;u,v>0

1 3 - 1 1

a2 V

' A2
\N 1

s,t>l\u,v>0

12-11

1 ^ ; + :><;: =o

In the table 5, N = a + t + u + v, and 171,172 are defined by

m =
-uv)+ <J{a + u)(s + v){t + u){t + v)

N

{at - uv) - y/{a + u){s f v){t + u){t + v)
m= _

They are the roots of the second degree equation (46)

~ (s + t +11 + v)r)2 + 2{at - uv)rj + {stu + stv + uva + uvt) = 0 (108)

U
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Table 7a : Contribution of the part \atuc of the vertex

Ô
— xs cothza — at cothzt
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Table 7b : Contribution of the part of the vertex
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Figure Captions :

Fig I : The two first order diagrams. The solid lines denote the thermal propagators. The

dashed lines denote the non local vertex (9). The ± sign refers to Bose or Fermi propagators.

The arrow denotes the direction of propagation.

Fig 2 : The twenty second order diagrams. Only the four diagrams of Fig 2a contribute to

the second virial coefficient.

Fig 3 : The twenty second order diagrams after replacement of the up-tadpole by a S inter-

action.
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